Reminder for the connection to the Zoom session:
https://univ-eiffel.zoom.us/j/85624757016
Password: city2023

1. Once you are connected to the Zoom session, click on the following globe icon (in the bar at the bottom of the screen):

2. In the menu which appears, select the option with the round logo “EN” (for “English”):

3. The English audio channel is now working. Instead of the participants, you should hear the interpreter’s voice. Instead of the original globe icon, you should see the following indication that the English audio channel is on:

When the participants make presentations in English, the English audio channel will be cut out and you will access automatically the main audio channel. Each time the presentations and debates return mainly in French, you will have to select again the English audio channel as indicated below. If the public in the room ask questions in English during the debates, the interpreter will repeat them on the English audio channel.